
AP Studio Art: Summer Assignments 2019 

Meg McDyre mmcdyre@lcps.org (will check weekly) 

703-431-1379 (text me if you need a quick response) 

Dear AP Studio art student, 
 
Congratulations on your decision to take the AP studio art class.  This is an advanced, college level class, and 
will require serious work and dedication as an artist.  It will also be a lot of fun!  I look forward to working with 
you in preparing your AP Studio Art Portfolio and watching you grow!  You will have a lot of flexibility in your art 
for this studio class- and I am here to support you in your journey.  But we need to make sure you are fulfilling 
the AP submission guidelines, so communication is key!  It is very important that we touch base often, starting 
now until your submission. 
 
What you need to know:  The AP Studio Art Course is taught at a faster pace than a normal high school art 
class.  In order to successfully prepare an AP Portfolio, most students need to commit at least twice as much 
time outside of class creating art as you do during normal class time.  You need to be self- driven and mature 
in your independence for project research, and art-making, dedicating time to your art outside of normal studio 
block.   It is expected that you have a high level of execution and show a high skill set within your work, all 
while showing your own personal artist ‘voice’.  You should expect grading to be more stringent for an 
Advanced Placement Course.  Also readings and independent visits to galleries and art exhibitions are 
required quarterly.  It takes a mature, self-driven art student to successfully complete this course, also it’s 
important to note, the submission of a portfolio is mandatory and you may only submit original work.   
 
What’s coming:  The first week of May you will need to have 24 completed works of art to submit for your art 
portfolio.  12 pieces are “Breadth”, and 12 pieces are “Concentration”.    From those 24 completed works, we 
will choose the 5 best pieces from your portfolio to physically send for the “Quality” portion of the portfolio. 
 
How the AP portfolio is scored:   33% Quality, 33% Breadth and 33% Concentration- It’s all important! 
 
Brief Description of Each Portion of the Portfolio:  
  

“Breadth”:  You must have 12 individual artworks for this section.  They should show your full range of 
talent in a variety of mediums and all is original in concept.  You will start to work on these throughout 
the summer and should have them wrapped up by the end of the first semester.  If needed, you can 
use artwork that you created in your other art classes, but I am expecting you to get a head start on that 
this summer, by having 3 completed new works the first 2 days of school. (Details to follow)   

 
“Concentration”: You will develop a thematic artist study of your choosing that can be visually evident 
throughout 12 pieces of original art.  Writing about your concentration and referencing specific images 
as to what you are trying to show within its concentration idea is required.  You need to have 12 slides 
of images to complete the portfolio, but you are able to use detail images if there is an area of a 
particular piece that has exceptional detail/ or shows exceptional skill and you would feel it may get 
overlooked if a detail slide is not used for it.  Your concentration concept will be finalized in December, 
but you will need a minimum of 3 ideas for your concentration the 1st day of school. 
 
“Quality”:  You will mat or mount 5 pieces of your best works (in composition as well as in execution) to 
physically send in to the AP board for the quality portion of your portfolio.  These 5 pieces can come 
from either your breadth or concentration, or from both.  One matted piece will be due each week in 
April in preparation for the physical submission with our AP coordinator, Mr. Royhab. 

 
 
Portfolio Types and How to choose:  You can complete a Drawing or 2D design portfolio.  You choose one 
which best fits your interests and skill set.  For example, if you have outstanding painting and drawing skills, 
then maybe a drawing portfolio is for you, but that limits what mediums you can create in. 
If you enjoy digital art, photography, or collaging, then a 2D portfolio may be for you- but your work will need to 
be strong in composition, which is the use of the elements of art and principals of design.   To help you decide, 
visit the AP website and read about the AP portfolio…Drawing or 2D Design.  It is important to familiarize 
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yourself with the sections of the AP studio Art portfolio- so you can see what they are looking for and which 
best fits your strengths as an artist.   
 
If you are interested in preparing a Drawing portfolio, follow this link to learn more about the process and see 
examples: 
http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/courses/teachers_corner/7881.html 
 
If you are interested in preparing a 2D design portfolio follow this link to learn more about the process and see 
examples: 
http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/courses/teachers_corner/3987.html 
 
Make sure you read the section about the concentration on the AP site:  We will start your concentration 
investigation now, but I am expecting you to have the following 3 tasks complete by the first day of school. 
 

1. In your own words explain what the idea of the concentration is all about. 
2. Tell me what art mediums you would be interested in creating all 10-12 pieces in.  (Not necessary 

to be the same- but there is something nice about consistency throughout.) 
3. Brainstorm 3 separate concentration ideas and list 10-12 concepts for each concentration idea.  Do 

3 thumbnail sketches for each of possible concentration idea you have (remember minimum 3 
ideas)- total of a minimum of 9 thumbnails 
 

Sketch Diary Summer Assignments: Your sketch diary is as important as your cell phone- yes, really!  Make 
your sketch diaries exterior your own, by creating on the outside of your diary this summer- in any way you 
would like.  Along with a creative exterior, I am expecting you to be actively working in your diary throughout 
the summer, documenting your time invested.  General guidelines:  work a minimum of 2 times per week- in 30 
minute increments.  Note the day and time spent on your page (smallish).  If you spend more 30 minutes per 
page, make a note of it.  If you go to an art gallery- that can count for an entry. You can have more than one 
entry per page- just make sure you differentiate for me for grading.  I will be grading that you have 18 
entries, or 9 hours of time committed to your diary by the 1st day of class.   
Invest your time in your sketch diary wisely.  It should be a reference book for the year for you to use regularly.  
 
Suggestions for what to do in your sketch diary:  (try to have a variety) Feel free to add to the list! 

• Continuous Contour line studies 

• Gesture studies 

• Modified Contour Drawing 

• Observational Drawing focusing on 
rendering skills 

• Fantasy illustrations- original ideas 

• Portrait studies- focus on proportion 

• Experiment with:  media, application, style 

• Body Part Studies (feet, hand, eye, etc) 

• Collage focusing on layout and composition 

• Project Development page for summer 
projects 
 

• Project Development pages for future 
projects 

• Art Gallery/Art Show entry w/ flyer or receipt 
with written reflection of experience and/or 
photos (1 entry = 30 minutes) 

• Watch an Art Documentary/ art based film- 
with a paragraph about the facts of what 
you watch and a paragraph of opinions to 
include how if at all it will affect your art 
making or thinking about art. (1 entry = 30 
minutes 

• Experiment with digital art creating (if 
accessible) and secure in diary 

 
Your sketch diary will be graded the 1st day of class. 
 
Summer Project Assignments:  General Requirements- Complete 3 original artworks for your Breadth 
portion of your portfolio.  They need to be strong in composition as well as in execution.  They may not be 
bigger than 18”x24”, there is no minimum size. You will bring one in the first day of class and 2 the second day 
of school.   

2D Design Portfolio Summer Assignments:  The elements of art and principles of design and your 
creative and innovative use of those are what the main focus. (value, color, form, shape, line, space 
and texture, contrast, rhythm, unity, emphasis, pattern, movement and balance).  Execution and skill is 
also important, but design is a priority.  You are not limited to what 2D medium you create in. 
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Drawing Portfolio Summer Assignments:  These works must center on your skill, abilities and 
execution of mediums utilized.  Design is also important, but not as much as a priority as it is for 2D.  
You are limited as to what mediums you may create in. 

 
You have free choice in your summer assignments to find your ‘voice’ in your art.  If you are stumped for what 
to do for an assignment this summer, see my website for a list of art projects you can complete or use your 
sketch diary assignments from Art 3 as inspiration (you had great ideas last yr)!  Please don’t mix assignments 
from more than one type of portfolio, as some focus on different skill sets. 
 
If you do not do your summer assignments (sketch diary and projects), your average will be negatively 
impacted for Q1, and you will be behind for portfolio development, which is stressful for everybody.  

 
Other general Info about how the course will run:   
 

The AP studio art class is designed for students to investigate complex ideas in art.  I’m sure you can 
tell, but expectations are high for your diligence in completing artwork, and also for your quality of work 
completed.  I want you to take ownership of your portfolio and find your artist voice in your work, 
however, while you will be encouraged to come up with your ideas independently for your art I will need 
to be in the ‘loop’ and give feedback, approval and direction.  Target deadlines will be set for the entire 
course the first week of school; grades will be entered on those dates and will reflect if work is 
completed or incomplete at that time.  Hard deadlines are the end of each marking period for artwork to 
be graded as complete.  Q1, I will give you project assignments to complete in and out of class, but 
they are open ended for interpretation.  Q2 you will work more independently on Breadth- following a 
required elements checklist, Q3 and Q4 are dedicated to Concentration projects and Quality 
preparation. 

 
Also, note that students are responsible for documenting work for their digital portfolio submission. This 
means the student is responsible for scanning, and/or taking his or her own photos or having photos 
taken of his or her own works.  They are also responsible for cutting their own mats for their work for 
the quality portion of submission. 

 
Communication:  I will text you throughout the summer, asking for progress reports, images of work, etc. 
please text me back.  Consequently, I want you to touch base with me regularly, include images of your work 
for feedback, and ask questions, especially if you have obstacles, or want to take your own ‘spin’ on 
assignments.  My goal for you is to have the most successful AP portfolio experience and support you along 
the way. 
 
Some suggestions to keep you moving forward with your art:   
 

• Set Goals:  Set a date to have something done, and stick to it.  Set a second date to reflect on the work 
and make sure you are really done with it.  IF you don’t do this, you will scramble to be prepared to 
have “something” to turn in…. Not the best way to start, so have self-discipline ☺ 

• Get motivated:  Go to art shows, museums, visit artist online in the media or subject you are working 
in.  There are SO many resources on the web, use it!  Here is one to start you off:  
www.artandwriting.org/galleries (Remember not to plagiarize) 

• Be inspired:  Going on vacation? Stop in the local gallery or artsy gift shop.  Create pen air- (outside)- 
take pens, a variety of pencils/ watercolors with you. 

• Buddy Up:  exchange cell numbers with another AP art student.  Encourage (nag) each other.  Keep 
each other on track to complete work and meet individual goals and go to galleries together.   

 
Attached is a Breath Checklist.  Use this to help make sure you have a well-represented portfolio.  Have a 
wonderful, creative summer! 
 

Mrs. McDyre  703 431 1370 (cell)  mmcdyre@lcps.org 
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Name:________________________                      Portfolio: ___________________ 

General Breadth Checklist (Bring back Updated after Summer Vaca to keep in studio) 
IN PENCIL, indicate how many you have completed (using tally marks) on the line beside the list items below. On the 
long line, write the project(s), that you are referencing.  Keep updating this list throughout the AP Course after every 
project. Notice areas where you have fully explored and areas where you could use more work to help in your planning. 

  
Concepts:   (You must have one tally for each concept) 
_____ Line             
_____ Shape             
_____ Rendering Form            
_____ Value/Light and Shade           
_____ Color             
_____ Texture             
_____ Space/Illusion of Depth           
 
_____ Balance/Emphasis/Contrast          
_____ Rhythm             
_____ Repetition            
_____ Unity/Variety            
_____ Proportion/Scale            
_____ Figure/Ground Relationship          
 
_____ Composition            
_____ Surface Manipulation           
_____ Mark-making            
_____ Reflective Surfaces           
_____ Other (describe): _____________________:        
 
Subject Matter: (not all are necessary- but there should be some variety) 
_____ Observational/realistic works           
_____ Figure Studies             
_____ Self-Portrait/ Portrait           
_____ Landscapes             
_____ Spatial Systems (perspective)           
_____ Social commentary            
_____ Imaginative/ Surrealistic            
_____ Abstract             

 
Media: (not all are necessary- but there should be some variety) 
_____ Oil Painting             
_____ Watercolor            
_____ Acrylic Painting            
_____ Collage/ Mixed-media           
_____ Printmaking             
_____ Pen and ink            
_____ Oil Pastel             
_____ Chalk Pastel/Charcoal           
_____ Marker             
_____ Colored Pencil            
_____ Pencil             
_____ Graphic Art            
_____ Other: (describe):           



 

Please complete and Return to McDyre No later than June  
 
 
Select the art portfolio (2D Design or Drawing) that you will prepare for AP Portfolio Submission and return this 
slip completed, during exam week (or before): 
 
I have (preliminarily) chosen to prepare a portfolio for_______________ Drawing_______________ 2D Design 
 
_________  (student Initials) I understand and agree to all of the above and will have three summer 
assignments completed and required time invested in my sketch diary by the start of the school year. 
 
 
______________________________________Date ___________________  
Parent 
 
 
 
_____________________________________ Date ___________________ 
Student 
 
 
 
 
 
Check off when Complete:  
 
_____ Complete Breath Checklist with work you have already completed that you feel is AP quality 
 
_____ Text Mrs McDyre:  703-431-1379 Say, Hi this is_______________ (your first and last name) I’ll reply so 
you know I have you 
 
_____ Email Mrs. McDyre:  mmcdyre@lcps.org (Same as above) 
 
I will send emails and texts to the group.  Talk to me if you foresee any problems with this.  

• For short check in’s I’ll text.   

• If it’s a group message take off group before replying. 

• For long messages, I’ll send an email, and then follow up with a text for you to check your email. 
 
*If any of you “lose” your phone privileges on occasion, you may want to ask your parent to send me a text so 
you will always be in the loop of what is going on. 
 

 

 

***College Board is changing the way that they are doing AP 

Studio.  As I learn more about the changes, if there is anything 

significant, I will send updates to you so, you can adequately 

prepare your summer assignments 😊  
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AP Studio Art 
2-D Design- Project Suggestions if you are stuck!   

mmcdyre@lcps.org   703 431 1379 (my cell) 

Don’t forget:  you are to complete at least 3 pieces of work (not larger than 18” x 24”) over the 
summer for the AP 2-D Design class.  These must center on the elements and principles of 
design (value, color, form, shape, line, space and texture) (contrast, rhythm, unity, emphasis, 
pattern, movement and balance). 
 

If you do not do this work, your average will be negatively impacted, and you will be behind for 
portfolio development, which is stressful for all. 
 

Project Idea:   24” x 18” or 18” x 24” Line variation / asymmetrical composition using Ultra-Fine, fine and 

fat line marker, India ink and quill pen on heavy weight hot press paper- or Unique paper of your choosing  
Optional: ink wash lines using watercolor brushes.  
Goals: Various thicknesses of lines, a dynamic (not static) arrangement of lines at various angles; 
visual paths of movement; depth of field, and balance of design  
 
Make several rough drafts of ideas. Inspiration may come from a variety of sources—machinery, shells, 
architecture, maps, topographical maps, old computer circuit boards, pipes and plumbing, etc. Mainly 
try different compositions. Varying the line thickness can come later. Work with both curved lines and angular 
lines. 
 
Block in your composition lightly with a pencil on hot press paper. Refine your design, looking at directions that 
the line leads your eye to make decisions, NOT proportions or perspective. For this reason, an abstraction of a 
subject is preferred.  
 
Use black markers in several widths (Sharpie ultra-fine and fine will be most valuable,) you may also use India 
ink for more fluid use of line. Carefully go over the pencil lines. You may also use dotted lines and other types 
of broken lines, zig zag, scribble, wiggles, and varied line widths within each line. Some use of color is 
permitted, but the dominant element should be LINE, not color. 
 
Create a depth of space or depth of field with your line. Some lines may appear to project forward while others 
recede back into the background. Some of your lines may create the illusion of three-dimensional things. You 
can also include pattern as a way to address the space as well. 

 
Haley Delk, Sharpie markers and Prisma markers on paper, 18” x 24” 
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Carlie Robertson, sharpie markers on paper, 24” x 18” 

 



 
 
Abbie Moore, Sharpie markers on paper 24” x 18” 

 
Project idea:  24” x 18” OR 18” x “24  Fragmentations of a Still life. (Choose any of these media: oil pastel 

on paper, chalky pastel, watercolor on heavy weight hot press or cold press paper, or acrylic paint on gesso’d 
heavy weight paper). 
Goals: Complex groupings of shapes fragmented from a still life, Emphasis is on figure / ground 
relationships and color relationships  
 
Study the Cubists such as Georges Braque’s Man with a Guitar and Picasso. Note the way that the cubists 
shattered the fixed viewpoint required for traditional perspective drawing. Notice how the figure and ground 
merge and shift, activating the dialogue between figure and ground relationships. 
 
Begin by selecting a still life of larger objects in a corner of a room. (Objects, such as musical instruments, 
chairs, a person posing etc.) Look for objects of contrasting colors. If your subject is people, pay attention to 
the colors in their clothing and the colors in the room or outdoor space in which they are posing. Work from 
direct observation. (No posed photographs) 
 
Create several drawings 24” x 18” or 18” x 24” from different viewpoints of your subject by moving a few feet to 
the right or left before beginning each drawing. Cut and rearrange or deconstruct each drawing, merging or 
reconstructing the three drawings into one fragmented image. Pay attention to the angles at which you cut the 
fragments. The shapes may be irregular triangles, trapezoids, etc.  
 
Create a separate final artwork of the reconstructed image.  Pay attention to your composition.  Design the 
placement of the fragments with the size of your paper in mind. Consider the figure / ground relationships when 
selecting your colors. Use contrasting colors to establish each fragment and its relationship to the image as a 
whole. 



 
Plan the negative spaces. Do not let the negative spaces dominate the composition. One way to avoid this is to 
break up the background.  Have a cloth supported vertically, a window with curtains, a corner of the room 
behind the still life that may become a part of the fragmented image. If it is an outside drawing, pay attention to 
trees, shrubs, and lawn furniture that may be a part of the composition.  
 
Think about your color scheme and limit your color palette to include a selected color scheme and not every 
color under the sun. A limited color scheme shows more complexity than a random use of all the colors in the 
box. For example, you can use a complementary color scheme of blues and oranges with some browns. Other 
examples would be sticking to one side of the color wheel (blues, greens, violets) or using a monochromatic 
color scheme (red, pinks, maroons, black grays, and white). 
Another example would be a palette of greens, olive greens, and white, grays, browns and black. 
 
 

 
 
Ann Catherine Carter, 3 oil pastel drawings cut out and collaged onto black matboard using gluestick, 
24 x 18” 

 
 
 



Project Idea:  . AP 2D Organic (biomorphic) shapes repeated with variation positive / negative space 

reversals on 18” x 24” paper. (Choose any of these media: ultra fine sharpie marker and large sharpie marker 
on heavy weight hot press smooth paper, black and white acrylic paint on canvas, or xacto knife cut out paper 
spray mounted onto black matboard.) 
Goals: A white complex positive shape that is derived from tree or plant forms (repeated with enough 
variation for interest) on a black background. You may sometimes flip the positive / negative space. 
There should be approximately equal amounts of positive and negative space.  
 
Make several negative space drawings of plants or trees. Choose an interesting plant such as Venus Flytrap, 
the large sunflower variety that has lots of seeds for pattern, tomato plants, grape vines with the grapes, 
blackberry vines with the blackberries, asparagus plants, corn stalks with the ears of corn, petunias, flox, 
verbena, day lilies, irises, stargazer daylilies, etc. Be observant of slight detail and variation in the outlines. Pay 
attention to how some shapes can reverse out of others. Do NOT oversimplify because your image may end 
up looking trite.  
From your best study, lightly block in with a light pencil a shape drawing on your paper. Pay special attention to 
complexity of shape as you create this shape drawing. Repeat with variation the leaf or branch design. Growth 
patterns of the plants should emerge. 
 
Fill in the negative areas with marker or black acrylic paint. You may occasionally change or reverse the 
relationship for more visual interest and balance.  
 
If you choose to do the project as a paper cut out you may want to draw you shape drawing directly onto the 
white paper from which you will be cutting out the design.  
 
Optional: For unique artistic voice, choose a complex subject Examples could include things such as an 
upward view of a city of sky scrapers, warped perspective of a house of doorways and stairs, still life cowskull 
as a landscape of rocks and valleys, crowds of people walking around at Magic City Art Connection, Shrimp 
Festival, outdoor concerts, Alabama Summer Symphany Orchestra, etc. Center your artwork on a central 
theme of your choice and go with it. 
 
 

 
Haley Delk, Sharpie markers on paper, 24” x 18” 

 
 
Ann Catherine Carter, Acrylic on unstretched canvas, 
24” x 18” 

 



 
Haley Delk, 18” x 24”, paper cut out collaged onto black matboard 
 

 
Haley Delk, 18” x 24”, colored paper cutout and 
collage onto black matboard 

 
Haley Delk, 24” x 18”, paper cut out collage onto black 
matboard 



 
 
 

Additional Project Ideas:  No bigger than 24” x 18” no smaller than 8”x10” 

• A contour line drawing in pen of a figure.- experiment with toned paper or newspaper,  
• A project in the media of your choice that emphasizes pattern or repetition. 
• A mixed media collage, which emphasizes pattern and texture. 
• A piece (portrait, self-portrait, landscape, or still-life) in which you use at least three different 

media, a wet medium, a dry medium and some collage element. 
• A project that is completed in an analogous color scheme 

• A self-portrait that expresses a specific mood/emotion for example, anger/rage 
melancholy/loneliness, happiness/joy, etc. Consider the development of the 
environment/setting as well. 

• A portrait, self-portrait, still-life, or landscape using either a complementary, analogous, or split-
complementary color scheme. 

• A piece of art that includes several lines of text as a design element. 
• A collection of four black and white photographs showing the same subject from different 

points of view. 
• A collection of three digital images that merge two or more images. 
• A drawing of your hands arranged in a variety of poses. You must carefully plan your 

composition in order for the separate units to work together visually. 
• Fictitious project advertisement 
• Graphic novel layout (minimum 5 panels)- Original characters, work, etc. 
• Anime layout (minimum 5 panels)- Original characters, work, etc. 

  

 

 

 

*Teachers note:  Most of you had had me before in art.  You know that I want you to find your creative 

voice and make these projects your own!  If you have alterations that you feel will make your work 

stronger, more creative and unique, embrace it- run with it!  If you are not sure about your ideas, run 

them by me.  You have my contact information; you know I am open to hear what you have to say. 

Also, any work completed in a museum or private class will be accepted for summer work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AP Studio Art 
Drawing Project Suggestions if you are stuck! 

mmcdyre@lcps.org   703 431 1379 

Don’t Forget:  You are to complete at least 3 pieces of work (not larger than 18” x 24”) over the 
summer for the AP Drawing class, works should focus on your mastery of execution of medium.   
 
At least 3 assignments are to be completed over the summer:  
If you do not do this work, your average will be negatively impacted, and you will be behind for 
portfolio development, which is stressful for all. 
 

Project Idea:  24” x 18” or 18” x 24” Perspective Drawing of a house in a landscape setting using Ultra-

Fine line marker for hatching, cross hatching, and textural markings, India ink and quill pen on heavy weight 
hot press paper 
optional: ink washes using watercolor brushes.  
Goals: Correct use of linear perspective; Tone achieved through line density; texture indicated by a 
variety of marks; unique artist voice through mark making 
 
Spend a day exploring and photographing, especially in older neighborhoods, looking for an interesting 
subject. Study the patterns of shadows, interesting angles, and various eye-levels. Do not settle for the first 
thing you see. 
 
If you choose to work inside part of the time, have a good, clear photograph from which to work. But, at least 
begin the drawing when in front of your subject. Students who have scored the best in the past sat in front of 
the subjects that they drew. Nothing beats direct observation! Do NOT work from a photograph in a 
magazine. This is copyright infringement!  
 
Sight angles with the aid of your pencil as you have learned in your previous art classes. First draw in pencil. 
Be aware of the lighting and the time of day when drawing. If there isn’t an interesting sky on the days that you 
draw, you may add clouds that you have observed or from other photos that you have taken. Be sure that your 
light source is consistent. Also, if you take several days to complete the drawing, sit in the same place. Moving 
to a shady spot because you are hot is not a good idea for the consistency of your viewpoint in your 
perspective drawing. Plan ahead. 
 
Pay special attention to the qualities of the marks. Note differences in tones by cross hatching, hatching, 
stippling, etc. One plane of the house will receive more light than the other. Also, make notes of where you see 
cast shadows from trees. Note the textures of bark and leaves by making different types of marks such as 
controlled scribbles.  Pay attention to the direction of your marks. You can use horizontal marks on one object 
to contrast vertical or diagonal marks on another object. 
 
Gray scale ink washes can show gradation. Be sure that if you do ink washes that you are working on 
watercolor paper so that the paper is strong enough to stay flat and not buckle or wrinkle.  

 
Optional: For unique artist Voice, feel free to embellish or add a surreal element that goes above and 
beyond the assignment. An unusual crack in the wall, or a supersized hand reaching in from the side, 
a huge unlit light bulb in the place of one of the trees in the front yard, or some other element of your 
imagination might make it more interesting. If you do this, make sure you do your visual research so 
that it doesn’t look awkward or of poor craftsmanship. 
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Caroline Echols 
Ink, sharpie ultrafine marker and graphite on hot pressed watercolor paper 
24 x 18” 



 
 
Mary Katherine Abele 
pencil and marker on paper, 18” x 24” 
 
 

 
Brinkley Edge, pencil and ball point pen on paper 18” x 24” 
 



 
Seline Meisler, sharpie and ball point pen on paper, 18” x 24” 

 
Project Idea:  24” x 18” or 18” x 24” Color rendering of many of the same kind of food. (Choose any of 

these media: pencil on hot pressed paper, chalk, oil pastel, watercolor on watercolor paper, acrylic or oil on 
canvas) 
Goals:  Carefully observed differences in shape and color, filled entire space with objects, observed 
subtle color and changes in lighting 
 
Draw from Direct Observation: NO PHOTOGRAPHS. Consider popcorn, peanuts both in their shells and some 
broken out of their shells, onions with some cut open, radishes, squash, gourds, ears of corn with some in their 
shucks and some opened out of their husks, peaches, pasta shells, kiwi fruits, etc. because these have subtle 

colors.  Do not choose something manufactured such as M & M’s. Consider how long you will want 
your model to hold up when choosing the food. Shrimp are an interesting subject, but after a few days they 
begin to smell! Enlarge the subject and “zoom in” close so that there is little negative space. Compose them in 
a casual arrangement, but try not to compose them in a “contrived” sort of way. You want them to appear 
natural. 
 
Light your arrangement from the side and above so that there are cast shadows. Note all the subtle differences 
in color. Observe the differences in shape between each piece of food so that each looks individual from the 
next. Be aware of your depth of field so that pieces that are closer appear larger and brighter than pieces that 
are farther away. Don’t simplify or abstract. This is a lifelike color rendering. 
 
Mix and blend the colors until you have it right. Box colors don’t look sophisticated enough.  Shadows have 
color; they are not just gray. Consider the color of the table or cutting board upon which the foods are 
displayed when rendering your shadows. Observe the reflected color on the table and render the wrap around 
light as it is bounced off the table onto the food. Navy blues or deep violets and sometimes deep maroons and 
browns make good shadows.  
 
Don’t forget the highlights. You can use colors such as pale creams, yellows, whites, and even super pale 
red/violets as highlight colors to show shimmer and sheen on fruits such as peaches, apricots or apples. 



 
Optional: For unique artistic voice, give your food a theme that goes above and beyond the 
assignment.  
 

 
 
Lydia Smith, acrylic paint and watercolor on watercolor paper, 18 x 18” 
 

 
Caroline Echols, watercolor paint on watercolor paper    18x 24” 
 



 
Ann Catherine Carter, acrylic paint on canvas, 18” x 24” 
 

Additional Project Ideas:  No bigger than 24” x 18” OR smaller than 8”x10” 

• A self-portrait that expresses a specific mood/emotion for example, anger/rage, 
melancholy/loneliness, happiness/joy, etc. Consider the development of the 
environment/setting as well. 

• A portrait, self-portrait, still-life, or landscape using either a complementary, analogous, or split-
complementary color scheme. 

• A mixed media collage. A piece (portrait, self-portrait, landscape, or still-life) in which you use 
at least three different media, a wet medium, a dry medium and some collage element. 

• A drawing of an unusual interior.  For example, looking inside a closet, cabinet, refrigerator, a 
car, etc. 

• Graphite or Charcoal still life- choose objects wisely- consider negative spaces in composition 

• A drawing of your hands arranged in a variety of poses. You must carefully plan your 
composition in order for the separate units to work together visually. 

• A landscape in the media of your choice. (on location is best- colored pencil water color, 
mixed, etc) 

• Pen and ink possibly include an ink wash-  figure in motion- experiment with toned paper or 
newspaper, 

 
 
 

*Teachers note:  Most of you had had me before in art.  You know that I want you to find your 

creative voice and make these projects your own!  If you have alterations that you feel will make 

your work stronger, more creative and unique, embrace it- run with it!  If you are not sure about 

your ideas, run them by me.  You have my contact information; you know I am open to hear what 

you have to say.  Also, any work completed in a museum or private class will be accepted. 
 


